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This is Love, Baby Heartbound Media, Inc.
Fans of angsty romance from Lauren Asher
and Mia Sheridan will be hooked by this
emotional novel following two broken souls
connected by a dark, haunting past. My
innocence was stolen when I was abducted at
five years old. For eleven years I held on by
clinging to childhood fairytales. I waited for a
prince to someday save me and carry me off to
a happily ever after. I had no idea my savior
would come as a scarred recluse, covered in
tattoos, who can't--or won't--speak a word.
Nevertheless, the moment our eyes met I knew
he was the one. My prince. With his bare
hands, he killed the monster who kept me
captive. But people have a way of distorting
the truth when the hero looks like a villain. As
it turns out, Tyler Grace is many things: A
myth. An outcast. A nightmare. Haunted by
tragedy, he lives secluded in the forest. Some
say they see him ride through town at
night--straddling a black motorcycle, his face
covered by a skeletal mask. I've been warned
to stay away, yet I can't stop thinking about
him. I ache to hear his voice. And I want
nothing more than to break through his walls. I
know he's the only one who can break through
mine. Do we dare dream of a love that once
felt impossible to find? Or will only our
horrible, twisted past tie us together?
Impact Hachette UK
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
• The second book in the sexy,
emotionally charged Stark trilogy—a
romance between a powerful man
who’s never heard “no” and a fiery
woman who says “yes” on her own
terms He owns my body. Owns my
heart. Yet he can only promise me
one night at a time. Haunted by a
past that was buried long ago,
Damien Stark says he has nothing
left to give. But when shadowy old
secrets come to light, I’ll learn just
how much he actually has left to

lose. I may be the only one who can
save him. The only one who wants
to. But leaving him behind was
never an option. I need him to be
fully mine. Want us to possess each
other beyond the sweetest edge of
our ecstasy, into the deepest
desires of our souls. To let the fire
that burns between us consume us
both. Damien Stark has lived a
tortured existence, but I’ve got
secrets too. And soon our troubled
pasts will either bind us close . . . or
shatter us completely. BONUS: This
edition includes an excerpt from J.
Kenner’s Say My Name. Don’t miss
any of the Stark Saga, intended for
mature audiences. Begin your
journey with RELEASE ME, CLAIM
ME, & COMPLETE ME
Wild Montana Skies Hachette UK
"Dark Feels. I'm bursting at the seams. Ahhhhhh! I
love my anti-heroes, and Pam Godwin is insanely
talented in redeeming even the most ruthless, brutal,
sadistic characters. Tiago. I'm so in love." ~ Di
Covey, Goodreads Reviewer He's a notorious crime
lord, a kidnapper, and an artist. Scarification is his
outlet, and he just captured a new canvas. Kate
refuses to surrender beneath his blade or the cruelty
in his beautiful eyes. But she's drawn to the man
inside the monster. A man who makes her ache with
his touch. Who owns her with his kiss. A man who
worships her as deeply as he hurts her. She can run,
but there's no escape from a bond carved in scars.
DELIVER series (HEAs with no cliffhangers - must
be read in order): Deliver #1 Vanquish #2 Disclaim
#3 Devastate #4 Take #5 Manipulate #6 Unshackle
#7 Dominate #8 Complicate #9 Contains alpha,
suspense, thriller, dark romance, captive, master,
slave, erotica, dominance, submission

The Arrangement 2 Tuxbury Publishing LLC
Lies. When does hiding the truth to protect
someone you love turn into deception?
Deception. When does your unwavering trust
turn into the ultimate betrayal? Betrayal.
When is the truth more than it appears to be
on the surface? Within less than twenty-four
hours of proposing to the love of his life, she
disappeared. No note. No trace. No
explanation. Nothing. Now, five years later,
she's resurfaced and Gray will stop at nothing
to make Livia his again. But is love enough to
forgive an unforgivable wrong? Livia I had less
than sixty seconds to make a decision that
would forever change my life and those of the

ones I loved. I sacrificed. I suffered. I survived.
And no one must ever discover my shameful
secret, especially him. Gray I had dreams of a
future with the woman who breathed the very
life into my soul. I was betrayed. I was
abandoned. I was lost. Now that she's back, can
I find it within myself to leave the past in the
past and forgive so we can move forward and
have the life I'd imagined?
Perfectly Broken DGS
"It's hard to trust anyone
anymore. Everyone is suspect. And
I have no reprieve, no rest. I
can't sleep after all I've been
through. Sean is slipping away,
receding back into the monster he
was. Alone, I'm being smothered by
death's cold shroud. Too many
people have died--this ends
tonight. If it kills me, so be
it."--Page 4 of cover.

Rock Chick Regret Vanscoy
Publishing Group
Fate hasn't always been friends
with Isabelle West. In fact,
fate has been a downright
bitch. Isabelle has learned the
hard way how hard life can be
when fate isn't by your side.
It can hand you dreams on
silver platters, but it can
snatch them right back and hand
you nightmares. One thing
Isabelle knew for sure fate was
consistent with was taking away
everything she ever loved. For
the last two years Isabelle has
been slowly clearing the clouds
of her past. Happiness is
finally on the horizon. She has
a thriving business, great
friends, and her life back. All
she has to do is jump over the
last hurdle...her ex-husband.
When problems start causing her
to fear her new life, and
memories that are better left
forgotten start rushing to the
surface the last thing she
needs is a ghost from her past
to come knocking on her door.
Axel never thought he would
look into the eyes of Isabelle
West again, and he wasn't sure
he wanted to now. He's carried
his anger for so long he isn't
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sure he can just turn it off,
but when he is faced with
protecting her and an
unexpected desire to have her
again, life gets a little more
complicated. How will Axel and
Isabelle deal when all their
cards are put on the table and
everything they thought was
true blows up in their faces?
This Is Who I Am Entangled:
Brazen
Fashion design major Caroline
Hunter has always been poor but
never struggled with
romance...until her senior
year. She's gone from a serious
long term boyfriend to a string
of crappy dates. Then she meets
mathematics grad student Reed
Pendergraft. Reed is everything
she's not looking for. Serious.
Headed for a low paying
university job. Boring.
Caroline spent the first
eighteen years of her life
wondering where her next meal
was coming from. She's not
getting trapped in that life
again. An encounter with Reed
at a club proves she might have
pegged him wrong. He brings out
a lusty side she never knew she
had. But just when she's about
to give in to her hormones,
Reed makes a fool out of her.
When Caroline discovers Reed is
the chairman of Southern
University's Fall fashion show
committee-a fundraiser for
underprivileged children-she's
horrified. Struggling to endure
his strict leadership without
losing her heart or her pride,
Caroline soon realizes her
entire life has been redesigned
by the enigmatic Reed
Pendergraft.
Tied Bantam
Bestselling Author's New Series
Delivers Romance and Adventure
as an SAR Team Searches for
Others--and Finds Themselves
Search and rescue pilot Kacey
Fairing is home on leave in
Mercy Falls, Montana, twelve
years after she joined the
military to escape the mistakes
of her past. With a job waiting
for her as the new lead pilot
of Peak Rescue in Glacier
National Park, Kacey hopes to
reconnect with the now-teenage
daughter she sees only between
deployments. What she doesn't
realize is that someone else is
also back in town. Ben King has

been building his country music
career since the day Kacey shut
him out of her life. Now all of
that's on hold when his injured
father calls him home to help
run Peak Rescue until he's
fully recovered. It doesn't
take long, though, to discover
his father's ulterior motives
as Kacey Fairing walks into the
house and back into his heart.
With Mercy Falls in a state of
emergency due to flash floods,
Kacey and Ben are forced to
work together to save lives.
But when floodwaters turn
personal, can they put aside
the past to save their future?

Creed Revell
This romance book is part of
an ongoing series, and it
does have a happy-ever-after
ending. This novel contains
explicit sexual content and
is for mature audiences. If
you love steamy, heart-
melting romance novels
featuring alpha protectors
and bodyguards, with a little
suspense thrown in, you'll
love Vulnerable! About This
Book Beth Jamison had a rough
start in life. She survived a
childhood abduction, but her
emotionally traumatic past
still haunts her, and she
suffers from anxiety and
issues with intimacy. Beth
doesn't know it, but the man
who kidnapped her has just
been released early from
prison. When Beth's brother
hires McIntyre Security, Inc.
to protect Beth and conduct
surveillance on her
kidnapper, Beth has no idea
she has secret bodyguards
keeping her safe 24/7. With
his money and good looks, CEO
Shane McIntyre has never been
short on feminine company,
and he's developed a
reputation as a "love 'em and
leave 'em" kind of guy. But
everything changes when Shane
meets Beth. Their mutual
attraction is instant and
intense, and Shane falls hard
for Beth. Shane has his work
cut out for him if he's going
to gain her trust and get
past her fears before it's
too late. This alpha

protector is determined to
keep Beth safe, but he's also
determined to make her his.
Aftereffect Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
Hotel chain CEO and millionaire
Wyatt Monroe is a stick in the
mud. Sure, he's hot as sin, even
with the tie, but free-spirited
assistant Megan Bradford refuses
to jeopardize their perfect
working relationship. Why mess
that up with sex? She knows he's
the love 'em and leave 'em type,
and she's determined to find a
family man. Wyatt would never
cross the line between boss and
employee with Megan, no matter how
hard it might be to resist the
temptation. But when they visit a
mysterious B&B in a bid to acquire
the property, he starts having
erotic dreams about the sexy
brunette that make it hard to
resist her in daylight. Soon the
line between reality and dreams
further blurs when they learn they
were sharing the same erotic
dreams...

Take Harper Collins
"Breaking Free took me on an
emotional roller-coaster, and I
loved it!" ~Just Erotic Romance
Reviews BOOK DESCRIPTION: A
sadistic husband left Beth
scarred, inside and out. Only
at the Shadowlands BDSM club
does she feel like a woman. But
her fears limit her to Doms who
won't overwhelm her--the very
ones who cannot arouse her. The
Master of the Shadowlands gives
her an ultimatum: accept the
Dom he assigns or lose her
membership. The last thing Beth
wants is a ruthless, powerful
Dom, but that's just what she
gets. Asked to take on a
problem sub, Nolan sees the
issue immediately--although
truly submissive, the little
redhead is too scared to
relinquish control and her Doms
have let her get away with it.
That will change right now. As
Master Nolan takes Beth under
command, compelling her
submission, she's terrified,
but the experienced Dom brings
her pleasure, not pain. His
only demand is that she never
lie to him. Under his capable
hands, her body comes alive,
and she begins to heal. As he
pushes her limits, she learns
to trust...and then to love.
And she realizes he is
beginning to care for her in
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return. But now her cruel
husband has found her, and
Master Nolan discovers she's
been lying and lying and lying.
[[Reprint]] "Breaking Free is
an incredible story; it engaged
my emotions, captured my
interest, brought a blush to my
cheeks, and left me a supremely
satisfied reader. Joyfully
Recommended!" ~ Shayna from
Joyfully Reviewed Each book in
the Masters of the Shadowlands
series is a standalone story
that can be enjoyed out of
order. The MASTERS OF THE
SHADOWLANDS series Book 1: Club
Shadowlands Book 2: Dark
Citadel Book 3: Breaking Free
Book 4: Lean on Me Book 5: Make
Me, Sir Book 6: To Command &
Collar Book 7: This Is Who I Am
Book 8: If Only Book 9: Show
Me, Baby Book 10: Servicing the
Target Book 11: Protecting His
Own Keywords: BDSM, erotic
romance, dominance, male Dom,
BDSM club, BBW, dominant hero,
shadowlands, submission, alpha
male, bondage, cherise
sinclair, contemporary romance,
masters of the shadowlands,
Keepsake Kristen Ashley
There's a first time for
everything. Lark Wainright used to
be fearless. Her life was a series
of adventures, each one more
exhilarating than the last. But
her recent overseas adventure was
one too many. Now she’s home and
in one piece. Mostly. But her
nights are filled with terror.
When her best friend offers her a
stay at the orchard in exchange
for help at the farmers’ markets,
Lark jumps at the chance to spend
fall in Vermont. But her
nightmares don’t stop. Desperate
to keep her fragile state a
secret, she relies on the most
soft-spoken resident of the
Shipley Farm to soothe her when
her dreams prove too much.
Zachariah is a survivor, too. It’s
been four years since he was
tossed aside by the polygamist
cult where he grew up. He’s found
a peaceful existence on the
Shipley’s farm, picking apples and
fixing machinery. But getting
thrown away by your own people at
nineteen leaves a mark on a guy.
He doesn’t always know what to
make of a world where movie quotes
are the primary means of
communication. Before hitchhiking
to Vermont, he’d never watched TV
or spoken on the phone. Actually,
there are a lot of things he’s
never done. Zach and Lark slowly

grow to trust one another. One
night they become even closer than
they’d planned. But Lark may still
be too broken to trust anyone.
When she pushes Zach away, he will
have to prove to himself that he's
good for much more than farm
labor. Praise for the True North
series: “Utterly fantastic. Well-
written romance that runs the full
gamut of emotions. Oh, and did I
mention steamy? This series has it
all. ” — Red Hot & Blue Reads “I’m
crazy about this series. In love
with Jude and Sophie, the
Shipley’s, just the whole family
dynamic. EVERYTHING IS WOW.” —
Angie's Dreamy Reads “A world that
pulled me in and had me wishing I
could read all day!” — Shh Mom’s
Reading “5-stars, Top Pick! This
story will break your heart and
stitch it back together again.” —
Harlequin Junkie “Another
fantastic book by Sarina Bowen! I
couldn’t turn the pages fast
enough.” — The Book Hookup "Smart,
funny and super sexy, Bittersweet
is full of the kind of writing
that makes Sarina Bowen one of my
favorite author crushes." —Author
Sarah Mayberry For fans of:
Melanie Harlow, Corinne Michaels,
Meghan March, Lauren Blakely,
Julia Kent, Elle Kennedy, Tijan,
CD Reiss, Kendall Ryan, Vi
Keeland, Penelope Ward, Jana
Aston, K Bromberg, Katy Evans,
Jessica Hawkins, Kristen Proby,
Penny Reid, Helena Hunting, Sally
Thorne, Kristen Ashley, Helen
Hoang, Kylie Scott, Christina
Lauren, Jana Aston, Sawyer
Bennett, Lexi Ryan, Karina Halle,
Skye Warren, Kennedy Ryan, Jodi
Ellen Mapas, Zoe York, Kristan
Higgins, Jill Shalvis. Keywords:
virgin hero, survivors, cult
members, kidnapping, contemporary
romance, PTSD, Vermont, coming of
age.
Tasting Never Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
A "smoking hot"* erotic romance
novel that will have you up all
night... Erin Coffey has been a
nurse for years, but nothing’s
prepared her for the physical and
emotional demands of her new
position. Needing to move closer
to her dysfunctional family, she
takes a dangerous job at Larkhaven
Psychiatric Hospital, where she
quickly learns that she needs
protection—and she meets the
strong, over-confident coworker
who’s more than willing to provide
it. Kelly Robak is the type of guy
that Erin has sworn she’d never
get involved with. She’s seen
firsthand, via her mess of a
sister, what chaos guys like him

can bring into a woman’s life. But
she finds herself drawn to him
anyway, even when he shows up at
her door, not eager to take no for
an answer. What Erin finds even
more shocking than Kelly’s
indecent proposal is how much she
enjoys submitting to his every
command. But he can’t play the
tough guy indefinitely. If they
want to have more than just an
affair, both will have to open up
and reveal what they truly need.
“The sweet, smoking hot, standout
erotic romance you’ve been
craving.”—*New York Times
bestselling author Beth Kery

Vulnerable C.M. Stunich
Warning: This book contains
topics that may upset or offend
readers, especially those who
have previously experienced
sexual
violence.??????????/???????/a
marked effect or influenceMy
life has been severed into two
distinct origins.Before.
?????.You don't need to know
too much of my life before.
It's no longer relevant to my
story.The damage is mine. I'm a
ghost. The shell of the girl
from ?????? striving to survive
in the ?????.Love. Life.
Friendship.I've pushed it all
away in my fight to breathe
another day.Who am I?No
one.Worse, I've lost sight of
??? I continue to endure.Until
him.Until he reminds me of the
girl of before.
Forsaking Gray Sourcebooks
Casablanca
Is it a holiday fling or the
real thing? From New York Times
and USA Today Bestselling
Author Malia Mallory When
Marcus rescues Tabitha from a
near drowning, she falls
headlong into a vacation
affair. The hot beaches of
Waikiki cannot compare to the
combustible chemistry between
Tabitha and Marcus. But Marcus
doesn't go for just any kind of
relationship. Can Tabitha's
desire meet his needs?

After Hours CreateSpace
As children, Tucker Creed and
his neighbor Sylvie
Bissenette find they have
something awful in common.
The bond they form blossoms
with their ages. Creed breaks
free from the town, and
Sylvie is forced to endure a
nightmare-- and do the
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unspeakable to end it. To
deal, she develops a hard
shell with sharp edges that
very few can break through.
When Creed again finds his
Sylvie, he discovers he has
to find his way back into her
heart without getting
shredded in the process.
Under the Covers Headline
Publishing Group
The second book in the New
York Times, Wall Street
Journal, and USA Today
bestselling Rose Gardner
Mystery series. When Rose
reports for Fenton County
jury duty she figures she’s
lucky to get out of a morning
working at the DMV. Instead,
despite a disastrous
encounter with the new
assistant district attorney,
Mason Deveraux, she’s picked
as a juror on a murder case.
As the case progresses, she
realizes an ominous vision
she had in the men’s restroom
proves the defendant is
innocent. And there’s not a
cotton picking thing she can
do about it. Or is there? As
if things weren’t bad enough,
Rose’s older sister Violet is
going through a mid-life
crisis. Violet insists that
Rose stop seeing her sexy new
boyfriend, Arkansas state
detective Joe Simmons, and
date other men. Rose is done
letting people boss her
around, but she can’t commit
to Joe either. Still, Rose
isn’t about to let the best
thing in her life slip away.
Redesigned VanScoy Publishing
Group
Meredith Duran returns with
another witty, humorous and
smart romance. Fans of Julia
Quinn, Jane Feather and
Eloisa James will delight in
Meredith's trademark
headstrong heroine, cunning
hero and tale of deep
emotional intensity! From
exotic sandstone palaces...
Sick of tragedy, done with
rebellion, Emmaline Martin
vows to settle quietly into
British Indian society. But
when the pillars of privilege

topple, her fiance's betrayal
leaves Emma no choice. She
must turn for help to the one
man whom she should not
trust, but cannot resist:
Julian Sinclair, the
dangerous and dazzling heir
to the Duke of Auburn. To the
marble halls of London... In
London, they toast Sinclair
with champagne. In India,
they call him a traitor.
Cynical and impatient with
both worlds, Julian has never
imagined that the place he
might belong is in the
embrace of a woman with a
reluctant laugh and haunted
eyes. But in a time of
terrible darkness, he and
Emma will discover that love
itself can be perilous - and
that a single decision can
alter one's life forever.
Destiny follows wherever you
run. A lifetime of grief
later, in a cold London
spring, Emma and Julian must
finally confront the truth:
no matter how hard one tries
to deny it, some pasts cannot
be disowned...and some
passions never die. Looking
for more Meredith Duran
novels? Try Written On Your
Skin or her Rules for the
Reckless series.
Beauty from Surrender
Entangled: Brazen
“I loved this book! Wait. Let
me say this again. I LOVED
this book!” ~ Fallen Angels
Reviews BOOK DESCRIPTION: Her
job is to make his life
miserable. His job is to make
her submit. Whose heart will
surrender first? Across the
country, rebellious BDSM
submissives are being
systematically kidnapped, one
from each club. When her
friend falls prey to the
slavers, FBI victim
specialist Gabrielle
volunteers to be bait in a
club not yet hit: the
Shadowlands. She finds that
being a bratty sub comes
naturally, especially when
she gets to twit the
appallingly conservative
Master of the trainees. But

she soon discovers he’s not as
stuffy as she’d thought. Or
as mean. She’d expected
punishment, even humiliation,
but she sure never expected
to fall in love with a damned
lawyer. Courtesy of a prima
donna ex-wife, Marcus loathes
disobedient submissives. When
the club owner insists he
admit an incredibly bratty
trainee, he’s furious. But as
he comes to know Gabrielle
and sees the alluring
sweetness beneath the sass,
he starts to fall for her.
Unfortunately, Marcus isn't
the only one who believes the
feisty redhead is a prize
worth capturing. And in the
world of the slaver, such
treasure is worth a hefty
fee. “I don't think there is
any other option for me than
5 stars. I'd give it a whole
lot more if I could.” ~ The
Romance Reviews * * * * * "If
you’ve not experienced the
fantastic work of Cherise
Sinclair, now’s a good time
to start." ~ Whipped Cream
Reviews In the exclusive
Shadowlands BDSM club, the
title “Master” is given to
only the most powerful,
experienced, and skilled
Dominants. However, although
each Master may have played
with many, many submissives,
no training can prepare a Dom
for falling in love. Each
book in the Masters of the
Shadowlands series is a
standalone story that can be
enjoyed out of order. The
MASTERS OF THE SHADOWLANDS
series Book 1: Club
Shadowlands Book 2: Dark
Citadel Book 3: Breaking Free
Book 4: Lean on Me Book 5:
Make Me, Sir Book 6: To
Command & Collar Book 7: This
Is Who I Am Book 8: If Only
Book 9: Show Me, Baby Book
10: Servicing the Target Book
11: Protecting His Own
Keywords: BDSM, erotic
romance, dominance, male Dom,
BDSM club, dominant hero,
shadowlands, submission,
alpha male, bondage, masters
of the shadowlands, spanking,
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suspense
Breaking Free DGS
THIS IS BOOK TWO IN SERIES.
PLEASE READ THIS IS WAR, BABY
FIRST. My War was over and I
had lost. My captor reminded me
I was nothing more than his
pawn. His strategy never
changed…it was always me. But
what he didn’t know was that
LOVE always wins. In my War,
I’d found not only peace but
LOVE as well. I’d been through
a battlefield with my War and
LOVE was what brought us to the
other side. Our LOVE was
beautiful and pure. Undying. My
captor thinks he has won this
war. That I will LOVE him. What
he doesn’t know is this time,
I’m the one with a strategy.
I’m always thinking several
moves ahead of him, my War
taught me that. I will outsmart
him and find peace again. This
is a war I will win. My LOVE
will conquer all. Warning: This
is Love, Baby is a dark
romance. Strong sexual themes
and violence which could
trigger emotional distress are
found in this story. Terrible,
terrible things happen to our
poor heroine, so you’ve been
properly warned. This story is
NOT for everyone.
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